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Eneey Assembly Guide



From the owner of Flippytan Furniture
Thank you for purchasing an Eneey Sorting Desk. Many people have purchased the 
Eneey to help sort different items for business and personal use since it was first 
launched. 

The original purpose of the Eneey was to help families organize the LEGO portion of 
a playroom in a way that makes it fun to clean up while improving the accessibility of 
all the parts needed during the play/build process. 
An organized LEGO collection is more fun for children to use, as they know where 
each piece they need should be located during a build. Parents love that children no 
longer need to noisily dig through large containers in search of a small piece while 
also reducing the likelihood of finding loose pieces on the floor.

Your new Eneey is easy to assemble and intuitive to use. Please take note of the 
following:

• ⚠Danger of harm or death. The Eneey obeys all the laws of Physics. It can 
be tipped like any dresser or cabinet, especially when many heavily-loaded trays 
are left extended from the desk at the same time. Install dresser anti-tip safety
straps before leaving assembled desk unattended with children.

• Flippytan Furniture uses all-hardwood baltic-birch plywood in the construction 
of the Eneey Organization-Playspace Desk. We work to smooth edges and 
address any areas that may snag skin or clothing. Being a natural wood product, 
a desk may have discolorations in the wood, rough spots and edges. Please 
handle with care, especially during assembly.

• Some desks are fully assembled and disassembled after manufacture to ensure 
we continue to meet our high quality standards. 

• The Eneey Sorting Desk is designed to comfortably accommodate a typical 
folding-chair in the chair opening while sorting. Most clients prefer to be seated 
while sorting. For those who prefer to stand or use a taller chair, we also offer the 
Eneey Pro which comes with a 36” desk height, larger chair opening, and 10 trays 
instead of 8.

I am proud to say that all Eneey desks are made in Rio Rancho, NM, USA and that 
versions have shipped to businesses and families all over the country as the desks 
have evolved from Gen 1 in 2015 to Gen 7, launched in 2021.

Enjoy your new Eneey!

Don DuLac



Large box contains the following items:

Top with attached hinged faces (1)

Outer Panel (2)

Left Face (1) and Right Face (1)

Short Baffle (2) Medium Baffle (2) and 
Tall Baffle (2)

Inner Panel (2)

Left Back (1) and Right Back (1)



Large box contains the following items:

Tray Support Dowel (8)

Screw (42)

Small box contains the following items:

Bin (8)



Assembly Steps

Step 1: Lay Eneey top face-down on carpeted 
surface.

Step 2: Rotate the hinged faces upright.



Assembly Steps

Step 3: Insert short baffles into slots in hinged 
faces. The baffle will need to be bent slightly to 
allow it to snap into the slots.

Step 4: Insert medium baffles into middle slots in 
hinged faces. Note that the hinges allow some 
slight flex during install.

Engaged in first slot.

Engaged on one side.

Rotate other side down 
until it snaps into correct 
slots.



Assembly Steps

Step 5: Insert tall baffles into outermost slots in 
hinged faces.

Step 6: Install outer panel with three screws 
shown. Repeat for this for the other outer panel.

Engaged on one side.

Rotate other side down 
until it snaps into correct 
slot.



Assembly Steps

Step 7: Face panel with 3 screws as shown. Repeat 
for the other face panel.

Note the locations of screws 
within view alignment grooves 
to ease assembly.



Assembly Steps

Step 8: Attach rear panels with three screws each 
as shown.

Step 9: Attach inner panel with 8 screws each as 
shown. 

Note the double-alignment 
grooves in this portion of the 
panel for proper panel 
orientation.



Assembly Steps

Step 10: Flip Eneey upright.
Insert dowels as shown and attach to backside of face 
panels with screws.

Step 11: Slide trays into each tray port until fully 
engaged. 



Assembly Steps

Step 13: Check panel alignment. Loosen and re-
tighten screws as needed to make small panel 
adjustments. 

Final Step: Enjoy sorting with speed and ease 
using your Eneey sorting desk!
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